New On Blu-Ray
Body Heat A movie hot enough to melt paint. Ambulance-chasing lawyer Ned Racine (William Hurt)
falls for femme fatale Matty Walker (Kathleen Turner), who's married to the richest man in town. As
their relationship grows, she decides to enlist his help in killing her husband so that the two can live
comfortably off his riches. After they've successfully completed the deed, the lovers' relationship
sours, and they both become principal suspects in the police investigation. Warner
Carrie Brian De Palma's commercial breakout, based on a novel by Stephen King, helped launch a
whole slew of teen-based horror films, and Carrie the blood-spattered prom queen has taken her
throne in the pantheon of modern American myth. High school girls played by Amy Irving (in her
film debut), P.J. Soles, and Nancy Allen plot to avenge themselves on ostracized fellow student and
budding telekinetic Carrie White (Sissy Spacek) after they get in trouble for pelting her with tampons.
When they get popular boy Tommy Ross (William Katz) to be her date for the prom, the stage is set
for some heart-rending cruelty and fiery retribution. De Palma expertly uses split screens, slow
motion, color filters, and tracking shots to imbue the proceedings with a haunting, allegorical elegance. Piper Laurie plays Carrie's mentally ill, devoutly Christian mom; she's brilliant, as is Spacek.
John Travolta has a memorable pre-Saturday Night Fever role as one of the girls' beer-guzzling
boyfriends. Fox
The Amityville Horror There's no place like home...for bloodcurdling horror! James Brolin, Margot
Kidder and Academy Award® winner* Rod Steiger fall prey to the powers of darkness in this spinetingling tale of a house possessed by unspeakable evil. One of the most talked-about haunted-house
stories of all time, The Amityville Horror will hit you where you live. For George and Kathy Lutz, the
colonial home on the river's edge seemed ideal: quaint, spacious and amazingly affordable. Of course,
six brutal murders had taken place there just a year before, but houses don't have memories...or do
they? Soon the Lutz dream house becomes a hellish nightmare, as walls begin to drip blood and satanic forces threaten to destroy them. Now the Lutzes must try to escape or forfeit their livesand their
souls! MGM
The Omen Collection This four-disc set contains The Omen (1976), Damien: Omen II, Omen III:
Final Conflict and The Omen (2006). Bonuses: director's interview, isolated music score, trivia tracks,
commentaries, director's intro, deleted scene, featurettes, stills gallery, extended scenes. In the original
film a wealthy diplomat learns that his adopted son, Damien, may be the son of Satan, plus three
sequels in which the forces of good and evil contend for rule of the world. The DVD release of Omen
IV: The Awakening is only available in this box set. The Omen Staid American ambassador Robert
Thorne (Gregory Peck) and his wife (Lee Remick) adopt a newborn baby boy in place of their stillborn infant … and live to regret it. All's well till the boy's nanny commits hara-kiri -- in front of the
guests at the child's fifth birthday bash. As the corpses stack up, Robert comes to believe his son personifies the Antichrist. Soon Robert is pitted against the forces of hell and must make a fateful decision. Damien Omen II Seven years after Damien Thorn's dad tried to slay him, the demon child has
grown into an angry teenager (Jonathan Scott-Taylor) now living with his aunt (Lee Grant) and uncle
(William Holden). As Damien slowly learns of his unholy heritage, anyone who suspects the truth or
stands in the way of his corporate legacy meets a gruesome end. But when the bodies pile up,
Damien's uncle sees the light and plots the death of his satanic nephew. Omen III: The Final Conflict
Seven years after Damien Thorn's dad tried to slay him, the demon child has grown into an angry
teenager (Jonathan Scott-Taylor) now living with his aunt (Lee Grant) and uncle (William Holden). As
Damien slowly learns of his unholy heritage, anyone who suspects the truth or stands in the way of
his corporate legacy meets a gruesome end. But when the bodies pile up, Damien's uncle sees the
light and plots the death of his satanic nephew. Omen IV: The Awankening Even though Damien
Thorn is dead, his legacy as the spawn of Satan lives on in the form of his charming young daughter,
Delia (Asia Vieira). But the orphaned girl's unsuspecting adoptive parents -- kindly politician Gene
York (Michael Woods) and his wife, Karen (Faye Grant) -- have no idea that her family tree is so
warped. This made-for-television film was the final installment of the chilling four-part Omen series.
Fox
Young Frankenstein Mel Brooks' monstrously crazy tribute to Mary Shelley's classic pokes hilarious
fun at just about every Frankenstein movie ever made. Summoned by a will to his late grandfather's
castle in Transylvania, young Dr. Frankenstein (Gene Wilder) soon discovers the scientist's step-bystep manual explaining how to bring a corpse to life. Assisted by the hunchback Igor (Marty Feldman)
and the curvaceous Ings (Teri Garr), he creates a monster (Peter Boyle) who only wants to be loved.
Featurette - Making FrankenSense of Young Frankenstein, Outtakes, Interview, Text/Photo Galleries,
19 Production Photographs, Plus all new HD VAM. Fox
007 Dr. No With Dr. No, the first of the James Bond films, director Terence Young and leading man
Sean Connery set the precedent for what would become one of the most popular, influential, and longlasting series ever made. Bond makes his first famous introduction, "Bond, James Bond," in an
upscale casino, to a saucy brunette named Slyvia Trench (Eunice Gayson), who he promptly coaxes
into a dinner date. Back at Secret Service Headquarters, M (Bernard Lee) assigns Bond to a mission
in Jamaica. An agent who was investigating strange activity with nuclear weapons in Cape Canaveral
has disappeared, and Bond is to take up where he left off. His contact, CIA operative Felix Leiter
(Jack Lord) reminds Bond that his title, "007," means he has license to kill, not be killed. This advice
comes in handy in Jamaica as assassins relentlessly emerge from the woodwork, desperately trying to
bring Bond down. Bond makes his way to Crab Key Island to find evil scientist Dr. No (Joseph
Wiseman), the primary suspect. There he is met with the obstacle of Honey Ryder (Ursula Andress), a
deadly beauty who emerges from the sea in a tiny bikini with a knife holster slung about her hips, in
one of the most seductive Bond-girl moments of all time. With a striking lack of gadgets, DR. NO is a
heartier mystery than subsequent films in the series, providing for some excellent adventures in which
Bond must rely on his own clever spy skills to get out of sticky situations. Additional Release
Material: Audio Commentary "The Complete Special Features Library: Mission Dossier" Featuring
Director Terence Young and Members of the Cast and Crew Featurettes "Terence Young: Bond
Vivant" , "Dr. No 1963" "Top Level Access 007: License to Restore"" Details the Bond Ultimate
Edition Film Restoration Process, "Inside DR. NO", "'Declassified: 16 Vault', The Guns of James
Bond", "Premiere Bond",Trailers"Ministry of Propaganda" Original Trailers and TV Spots. Interactive
Features: Interactive Tour "007 Mission Control" Interactive Guide Into the World of DR. NO.
Text/Photo Galleries: Photo Gallery. MGM
007 Die Another Day In Die Another Day, the 20th James Bond adventure, 007 (Pierce Brosnan) gets
off to a rough start when he is captured and subsequently tortured during an assignment in North
Korea. When the suave secret agent is eventually liberated, he embarks on a dangerous mission to
Cuba that involves tracking a terrorist named Zao (Rick Yune). There, 007 encounters Jinx (Halle
Berry), a formidable and alluring fellow spy. Soon Bond is back in England following a mysterious
trail that leads to Gustav Graves (Toby Stephens), a flamboyant diamond mogul. After a rather bloody
introduction, Graves invites 007 to Iceland, where he plans to unveil his enigmatic Icarus project.
Before long, Bond and Jinx are reunited and battling Graves, Zao, and other villains bent on world
domination. With this Bond installment, directed by Lee Tamahori, 007 catches up with the 21st century, and the results are grittier and more explosive than ever before. Although it begins as one of the
darkest and most violent Bond films, the intense mood of Die Another Day is counterbalanced by typically clever and funny moments. Brosnan is in fine form as the iconic hero, while Berry shines as the
immediately likeable Jinx. Stephens and Yune make excellent bad guys, and the rest of the cast-including Judi Dench, John Cleese, Rosamund Pike, and Michael Madsen--provide key supporting
roles. With its hi-tech gadgets and special-effects-laden set pieces, Die Another Day clearly has its eye
on the future, but in numerous scenes it also lovingly embraces the past, placing the film in the upper
tier of Bond movies. Additional Release Material: Audio Commentary, "The Complete Special
Features Library: Mission Dossier" Director Lee Tamahori and Producer Michael G. Wilson. Stars
Pierce Brosnan and Rosamund Pike. Comparisons "Declassified: M16 Vault" From Script to Screen.
Featurettes "Shaken and Stirred on Ice" "Just Another Day " "The British Touch: Bond Arrives in
London" "On Location With Peter Lamont " "MI6 DataStream" Music Video Madonna "Die Another
Day' Interactive Features: Interactive Tour "007 Mission Control" Interactive Guide Into the World of
Die Another Day. MGM

New On Video & DVD
Icons of Horror Hammer Films: Curse of the Mummy's Tomb The tomb of Ra-Antef, the pharaoh, is
excavated in 1900, and soon afterwards archeologist Professor Dubois is murdered. American showman Alexander King, who is financing the expedition, wants to take the remains and artifacts on an
exhibition tour, despite the warnings of archeologists and Hashmi Bey, the Egyptian advisor, that violating the tomb activates its curse. En route to London, the party experiences the effects of the curse.
John Bray, the boyfriend of Professor Dubois' daughter Annette, is attacked but is saved by Adam
Beauchamp, who falls in love with Annette. As the exhibition is about to open, the mummy case is
found to be empty. Ra-Antef fulfills the curse by murdering King, expedition leader Sir Giles
Dalrymple, and Hashmi Bey and by abducting Annette. Beauchamp, really Ra-Antef's brother, is
revealed to be cursed with immortality because he killed Ra-Antef. He confronts his brother in the
sewers, asking Ra-Antef to kill him and also Annette so that they may spend eternity together. John
Bray and Inspector MacKenzie are able to rescue Annette as Ra-Antef destroys both himself and his
brother., Scream of Fear After an absence of 10 years, crippled heiress Penny Appleby returns to her
father's lavish villa on the French Riviera. Her stepmother, Jane, whom Penny meets for the first time,
tells her that her father has been called away on business. That night, awakened by a flapping shutter,
Penny rolls her wheelchair into the summerhouse and sees her father's corpse propped up in a chair.
Jane and her father's close friend, Dr. Gerrard, try to persuade the hysterical girl that she was hallucinating; but the next night Penny again sees her father's corpse and becomes convinced that Jane and
Dr. Gerrard have murdered him and are trying to drive her mad to deprive her of her inheritance. Aided
by the family chauffeur Bob, Penny starts a search for her father's body, which eventually is found in
the swimming pool. As Bob drives Penny to the police, he encounters Jane on a twisting mountain
road. He gets out of the car, releases the brakes, embraces Jane, and smiles as Penny, the corpse, and
the car plunge into the sea below. The next day, however, the lovers are startled by the appearance of
Penny, who is revealed to be Penny's close friend. (The real Penny, after expressing concern for her
father's safety, had died in a swimming accident; her friend assumed her identity and worked with Dr.
Gerrard in exposing Jane's murderous plan.) Jane collapses in the wheelchair at the edge of the cliff,
and Bob, believing her to be Penny, pushes it over the embankment as the police arrive to arrest him.,
The Two Faces of Dr. Jekyll In Victorian London, Dr. Henry Jekyll experiments with drugs in an
attempt to separate the good and evil natures of man. One night he injects himself with his personalitychanging serum, and the somber Jekyll is transformed into the debonair Mr. Hyde. He visits the
Sphinx, a West End nightclub, where he encounters Jekyll's neglected wife, Kitty, dancing with his
close friend, Paul Allen, an inveterate gambler. Though Jekyll tries to submerge the evil nature of
Hyde, he cannot prevent himself from plotting Paul's death, and he lures his former friend into the
dressing room of Maria, a snake dancer. As the terrified Paul is crushed to death by a python, the bestial Hyde assaults Kitty. Following the rape, the hysterical woman throws herself off the balcony to her
death. By now the character of Hyde has taken almost complete possession of Jekyll. After murdering
Maria during a moment of passion, he kills a stableboy, places his body in Jekyll's laboratory, and sets
it aflame. Hyde identifies the charred body as Jekyll and convinces the police that the doctor was the
deranged killer responsible for the recent deaths. At the coroner's inquest, however, the character of
Jekyll emerges, and the true facts of the case are finally revealed., The Gorgon Many petrified corpses
are found in the village of Vandorf in 1910. When Bruno Heitz, an artist, is found hanging from a tree
following the death of his girl friend, he is assumed to be the murderer. Attempting to clear his son's
name, Professor Heitz visits Vandorf, where he encounters the hostility of Police Chief Kanof, brain
surgeon Namaroff, and the villagers themselves, who set his lodgings ablaze. In the ruins of Castle
Borski the professor confronts Megaera, the legendary gorgon. Her gaze gradually turns him to stone,
but he notifies his elder son, Paul. Accompanied by his mentor, Professor Meister, Paul arrives in
Vandorf. When Namaroff refuses to see him, Meister's suspicions are aroused. Aware that Paul is
attracted to Carla, Namaroff's assistant, Meister advises him to shun her. From Namaroff's papers
Meister learns that Carla, an amnesiac, is the surgeon's former patient. Discovering that Paul and Carla
have arranged a tryst at Castle Borski, Meister rushes to the ruins. There he and Paul slay both
Namaroff and Carla, whose body had housed the gorgon. Sony
Girlfriends 5th Season In this fifth season, friends Joan (Tracee Ellis Ross), Toni (Jill Marie Jones),
Maya (Golden Brooks), Lynn (Persia White) remain as close as sisters. Joan opens her restaurant, JSpot; Toni becomes a mother; Maya releases her book Oh, Hell Yes!; and Lynn finds her musical
groove. But the ups and downs of love don't escape them as Joan and William (Reginald C. Hayes)
redefine their relationship, and both Maya and Lynn face affairs of the heart. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "L.A. Bound," "The Rabbit Died," "A Mile In Her Loubous," "The J-Spot," "Maybe,
Baby," "Too Big For Her Britches," "The Mother Of All Episodes" and "When Hearts Attack."
Additional Actors: Keesha Sharp, Jason Pace, Demond Wilson. Disc 2 includes the following episodes:
"Who's Your Daddy?," "Porn To Write," "All The Creatures Were Stirring," "P.D.A - D.O.A.," "All In
A Panic," "Great Sexpectations" and "The Way We Were." Additional Actors: Cliff DeYoung, Demond
Wilson, Phil Reeves. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "See J-Spot Run," "Good News, Bad
News," "Kids Say The Darndest Things," "Finn-ished," "The Bridges Of Fresno County," "Wedding
On The Rocks" and "…With A Twist." Additional Actors: Tricky, Mo'Nique, Janina Gavankar, Tanner
Scott Richards. Paramount/CBS
Lil' Bush Season 2 Staying the Courses The Leader of the Free World is brought hilariously down to
size in this animated series from Comedy Central. Re-imagining President George W. Bush as a toddler, the show follows Lil' Bush's mischief-making in the White House and abroad. Joined by pintsized cohorts Lil' Condoleeza Rice, Lil' Dick Cheney, and Lil' Donald Rumsfeld, the series' madcap
plotlines skewer political issues involving Hurricane Katrina, the pharmaceutical industry, and more.
Comedy Central's wicked animated satire of President George W. Bush's administration strikes again
with a hilarious second season. The miniaturized juvenile leader and his cabinet confront a host of ludicrous scenarios drawn from actual events. Lil' Karl Rove (voice of Kevin Federline) raps, Lil' Condi
(Kari Wahlgren) doles out advice, Al Qaeda kidnaps Lil' Cheney (Donick Cary) and Lil' Vladimir Putin
(Billy West) takes over the school yard. This collection presents the second season of the satirical
series, including more than a few schoolyard scuffles with the dreaded Lil' Dems. Disc 1 includes the
following episodes: "St. Patrick's Day," "Big Pharma," "Crony Break-Up," "Katrina" and "Three
Dates." Additional Actors: Kevin Federline, Gilbert Gottfried, Martin Scorsese. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Weekend at Saddamy's," "Afghanistan," "Wedding," "Pooty-Poot" and
"Anthem/China." Additional Actors: Billy West, Charlie Adler, Maurice LaMarche. Paramount
Halloween Collector's Edition After proving himself a skilled horror movie director, musician-turned
filmmaker Rob Zombie tackles a true classic of the genre. A remake of John Carpenter's 1978 film,
Halloween follows the same basic premise, but rather than telling the same story, steps back in time to
examine the childhood events which shaped one of cinema's most memorable and interesting psychopaths, Michael Myers. This 2 DVD special unrated director's cut edition of the Rob Zombie film is
loaded with bonus features including alternate ending, deleted scenes and commentary with Rob.
Weinstein/Genius
Strawberry Shortcake Holiday Dreams Collections: Berry Merry Christmas Christmas is right around
the corner, and you know what that means. Time to shop for presents. This year, Strawberry Shortcake
and Honey Pie Pony are determined to get the perfect gifts for their friends. They travel to the magical
Holidayland and do just that, then pop up to the North Pole to check in on Santa. But when some mischievous snowballs melt all over her presents, Strawberry must find a way to turn her misfortune into a
blessing. Let's Dance This entry in the popular animated franchise finds the vile Peculiar Purple Pie
Man of Porcupine Peak conspiring with Sour Grapes to steal Strawberryland's berry crops. To divert
the attention of Strawberry Shortcake and the rest of the gang so Pie Man can make off with the harvest, Sour Grapes exploits their dance fever by masquerading as a well-known dance teacher. But the
plan hits a snag when she discovers that she adores dancing. Big Country Fun Strawberry Shortcake
and her friend Angel Cake rustle up some fun when they go to work as cowgirls at Berry Prairie Dude
Ranch. When a contest is announced to find the best ranch hand, both girls want to win. But their quest
to be the best may cost them their friendship! Bonus material includes a special music video for the
Strawberry Shortcake song "On the Road." Fox

New On Video & DVD
Journey To The Center To The Earth is 2008 movie update of Jules Verne's classic sci-fi/fantasy
novel uses the 1864 tale as a template, with its hero, scientist Trevor Anderson (Brendan Fraser),
referring to his missing brother's notes on the novel. His nephew Sean (Josh Hutcherson) in tow,
Anderson travels to Iceland to investigate his sibling's theories, enlisting a fellow scientist's daughter,
Hannah (Anita Briem), as a guide. Soon the trio's Icelandic mountain trek descends into a cave and,
then deeper still to, naturally, the center of the earth, where dinosaurs and other strange prehistoric
creatures still dwell. After many dangerous encounters with the native flora and fauna, Trevor, Sean,
and Hannah must find a way back to the surface or face being stranded miles below the earth's crust.
New Line
DC Super Hero This amazing collection features the adventures of the most memorable DC Comics
superheroes to emerge from the legendary Filmation Animation Studios: the Atom, Green Lantern,
Hawkman, the Justice League of America and the Teen Titans. Relive all the thrills of these supercharged vintage animated shorts with 18 incredible cartoons in total. Bonus features include a documentary profile of Filmation and its founder, Lou Scheimer. Warner
Scooby-Doo and the Goblin King Original Movie Scooby-Doo and Shaggy have their work cut out
for them in this feature-length, supernatural mystery. A maniacal magician is turning people into monsters, and in order to stop him the pair will have to venture into the spooky depths of Halloween land.
Awaiting the hapless pair are an assortment of storybook bogeymen and of course the object of their
quest--the Goblin King! Jay Leno, Tim Curry, Jim Belushi, Lauren Bacall, and Hayden Panettiere
lend their voices to this fun-filled animated film.Warner
Dr. Seuss' Horton Hears A Who The imagination of Dr. Seuss meets the classic animation of Chuck
Jones in this adaptation of one the doc's most beloved books, Horton Hears A Who! Though he may
be just an elephant, Horton has a magnificent power--to hear the voices that come from a tiny planet
hiding inside a dust particle! Unfortunately, his fellow pachyderms just think Horton has been out in
the jungle sun too long. For his own good, they steal his precious particle and, with it, the the residents of Who-ville. Can Horton rescue his microscopic friends before they bite the dust? Warner
ESPN Ultimate NASCAR The Families Three of the greatest names in NASCAR come in pairs:
Earnhardt, Petty, Allison. This ESPN documentary takes race fans into the homes of these three families to see what it's like to be a member of a world-class racing dynasty. Exciting race footage of Dale
Earnhardt Jr. and Sr., Lee and Richard Petty, and Bobby and Davey Allison is intercut with candid
moments of the superstars at home, while family interviews discuss how one affects the other. Genius
The Wild, Wild West Complete Series While following in the tradition of conventional Westerns like
Gunsmoke or Have Gun Will Travel, the innovative 1960s television series The Wild Wild West
tweaked the genre by infusing science-fiction elements and James Bond-like espionage plotlines. As
dashingly handsome secret agent James T. West (Robert Conrad) and his master-of-disguise sidekick,
Artemus Gordon (Ross Martin), investigated crimes in the late-1800s Wild West, the series distinguished itself with anachronistically high-tech gadgetry (a pioneering style that would later be come
to known as "steampunk") and an odd assemblage of villains that included the delightfully demented
dwarf, Miguelito Loveless (Michael Dunn). Eccentric and visionary, the complete series is resurrected
in this collection of all four seasons. Season 1 Long before Will Smith and Kevin Kline starred in the
1999 silver-screen version, Robert Conrad and Ross Martin were taming the Western plains in this
visionary 1960s television series. In the show's first season, federal agents James West (Conrad) and
Artemus Gordon (Martin) use a fortune cookie to track Chinese alien smugglers and protect a
Supreme Court justice from a killer puppet. The collection includes 28 episodes. Season 2 The frontier meets James Bond-esque cool gadgets in Season 2 of this popular, lighthearted 1960s TV series.
Robert Conrad is federal undercover agent James T. West, who travels the American West to fight
crime in a tricked-out locomotive with his sidekick Artemus Gordon (Ross Martin), a master of disguise. Together, they fight to vanquish outlaws with wildly clever weapons and foil nefarious schemes
for wealth and power. All 28 episodes from season two (the first in color)--including "The Night of
the Eccentrics," "The Night of the Raven," "The Night of the Poisonous Posey," "The Night of the
Brain," and "The Night of the Bogus Bandits"--are collected in a seven-disc set. Season 3 The Wild
Wild West takes you on death-defying, top-secret assignments that push your imagination to the limit.
Take an unforgettable journey alongside the countrys best Secret Agents, men who lay their lives on
the line to protect the security of President Grant and the U.S. from all manner of threats - by any
means necessary. Take aim on crime with the two-fisted, fly-by-the-seat-of-his-pants ladies man,
Federal Agent James T. West (Robert Conrad) and his sidekick, the multi-talented master of disguise,
Agent Artemus Gordon (Ross Martin). Join them as they ride coast to coast in a high-tech railroad
car, armed to the teeth with an array of high-tech weaponry and inventive gadgets. Get into the action
alongside these dashing Agents as they go undercover to overturn insane plots devised by evolutionaries, evil geniuses, subversives and more. All 24 episodes from season three--including "The Night of
the Bubbling Death," "The Night of the Samurai," "The Night of the Falcon," "The Night of the
Simian Terror," and "The Night of the Death-Maker"--are collected in a six-disc set. 20 hrs. total.
Standard; Soundtrack: English Dolby Digital mono. 24 episodes on 6 discs. Season 4 Federal undercover operative James T. West (Robert Conrad) and his sidekick, Artemus Gordon (Ross Martin), continue to battle baddies in the fourth season of this sci-fi Western hybrid. West and Gordon have to do
some fancy footwork when a villainous German baron (guest star Harvey Korman) tries to humiliate
the president. Later, the duo must save the world from a doomsday formula that may have fallen into
the wrong hands. All 24 episodes from season four--including "The Night of the Big Blackmail," "The
Night of the Kraken," "The Night of Fire and Brimstone," "The Night of the Pistoleros," and "The
Night of the Plague"are collected in a six-disc set. 24 episodes on 6 discs. Paramount/CBS
The Streets of San Francisco Season 2, Volume 1 While it never achieved the success of such betterknown shows as Kojak or Starsky & Hutch, the Quinn Martin-produced The Streets Of San Francisco
remains one of the highlights of the 1970s television crime-drama boom. The action-packed series
also made a star of the then up-and-coming actor Michael Douglas, who, along with Karl Malden,
anchored the cast as a father-and-son-like duo of crime-fighting San Francisco police detectives: 20year veteran Mike Stone (Malden) and his eager rookie partner, Steve Keller (Douglas). Filmed on
location in the city by the bay, the series distinguished itself with great acting, intricate storylines,
inventive opening credits, and an indelible theme song. This collection presents the first half of the
series' second season. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "A Wrongful Death," "Betrayed," "For
the Love of God" and "Before I Die." Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Going Home," "The
Stamp of Death," "Harem" and "No Badge for Benji." Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "The
Twenty-Four Karat Plague," "Shield of Honor" and "The Victims." Paramount/CBS
The Streets of San Francisco Season 2, Volume 2 With drastically different approaches to police
work, veteran cop Mike Stone (Karl Malden) and his young partner, Steve Keller (Michael Douglas),
keep the residents of San Francisco safe from snipers, rapists, kidnappers, thieves and cold-blooded
murderers. Notable guest stars featured in this collection of episodes include Larry Wilcox, Tyne
Daly, Cheryl Ladd, Nick Nolte, Sam Elliott and Harry Carey Jr. Disc 1 includes the following
episodes: "The Runaways," "Winterkill," "Most Feared In The Jungle" and "Commitment." Additional
Actors: Jeanette Nolan, Barry Livingston, Kent Smith . Disc 2 includes the following episodes:
"Chapel Of The Damned," "Blockade," "Crossfire" and "A String Of Puppets." Additional Actors:
Diana Douglas, Signe Hasso, Pegi Boucher. Disc 3 disc includes the following episodes: "Inferno,"
"The Hard Breed," "Rampage" and "Death And The Favored Few." Additional Actors: Ron Glass, Joe
Santos, Joe Maross. Paramount/CBS
Game Show Moments Gone Bananas Relive the most outrageous moments, outtakes and bloopers
from popular game shows all around the world -- ranging from the 1950s through the present -- with
this hilarious series. Actor and television personality Ben Stein ("America's Most Smartest Model")
hosts the show, with segments such as "Top Host Screw-ups," "Top Blonde Moments," "Top
Wardrobe Malfunctions," "Top Celebrity Moments" and "Top Brain Freeze Moments." Ben Stein
gives a studio audience the chance to try their hand at famous games such as Family Feud and Beat
The Clock. BCI
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Ringside Ali Ali 4 Disc Collector's Set. He's still the most recognizable man in the ring; a poet, a
dancer, a fast talker with a fist full of knock-outs for any whom dared to challenge 'The Greatest.' As
a boxer, Ali brought speed, grace, and unconventional technique; outside of the ring he charmed the
world. Ringside Ali brings complete, unheard-of full-fight coverage, with 12 hours of legendary
footage including: Liston, Foreman, Frazier, and the dethroning of Leon Spinks to become heavyweight champion for an unprecedented third time. Disc 1 disc includes the following boxing matches:
"Cassius Clay vs Doug Jones," "Cassius Clay vs Henry Cooper I," "Cassius Clay vs Sonny Liston I,"
"Ali vs Sonny Liston II," "Ali vs George Chuvalo I," "Ali vs Karl Mildenberger" and "Ali vs Ernie
Terrell." Additional Actors: Sonny Liston, Karl Mildenberger, Ernie Terrell, George Chuvalo, Henry
Cooper, Doug Jones. Disc 2 includes the following boxing matches: "Ali vs Ernie Terrell," "Ali vs
Zora Folley," "Ali's Politics," "Ali Exile and Return," "Ali vs Jerry Quarry," "Ali vs Oscar Bonavena,"
"Ali vs Joe Frazier I," "The Road Back to Heavyweight Title Contention," "Ali vs George Foreman"
and "Alli vs Chuck Wepne." Additional Actors: Ernie Terrell, Zora Folley, Jerry Quarry, Oscar
Bonavena, Joe Frazier, George Foreman, Chuck Wepner. Disc 3 includes the following boxing matches: "Ali vs Chuck Wepner," "Ali vs Ron Lyle" and "Ali vs Joe Frazier III." Additional Actors: Chuck
Wepner, Ron Lyle, Joe Frazier. Disc 4 contains an exhaustive documentary on Muhammad Ali's various fights from 1965 to 1978. It also features a unique look at Ali's miltary induction, his eventualy
convinction on draft evasion and his comeback to become heavyweight champion of the world. This
film ends with Ali discussing his future in the world of sport, as well as his formal retirement interview as boxing's greatest living legend. ESPN/Genius
ESPN Black Magic This epic film tells the story of the injustices that defined the Civil Rights
Movement in America, as told through the lives of the African-American basketball players and
coaches who triumphed in the face of racial adversity. Narrated by Samuel L. Jackson and Wynton
Marsalis, with introductions from New Orleans Hornets star point guard Chris Paul and basketball
icon 'Dr. J' Julius Erving, the film features Willis Reed, Avery Johnson, Ben Wallace, Charles Oakley,
John Chaney, Bob Love, Al Attles, Pee Wee Kirkland and many more. Helmed by director Dan Klores
and co-produced by basketball legend and Winston-Salem State University graduate Earl 'The Pearl'
Monroe. ESPN/Genius
Red Veteran character actor Brian Cox proves a magnetic leading man in the role of Avery Ludlow, a
small-town war veteran on a mission of vengeance in Red, based on the 1995 novel by Jack Ketchum.
Trugve Allister Diesen and Lucky McKee's film is a moving character study that plays like a vigilante
thriller, a portrait of the lengths that a decent man will go to when the only thing he loves has been
taken from him. A strong cast and authentic small-town locations bring this unassuming but memorable film to life. On a sleepy afternoon while fishing with his 14 year-old dog, Red, Avery Ludlow is
approached by a trio of teenage boys. The conversation begins benignly enough, but when the rifletoting boys ask for money and Avery is unable to comply, they shoot and kill Red. Grieving for the
loss of his friend, a gift for his 50th birthday from his late wife, Avery tracks down the shooter's name
via the store where the rifle was purchased and pays a visit to the boy's father, wealthy redneck businessman Michael McCormack (Tom Sizemore). The boy, Danny (Noel Fisher), denies shooting the
dog, which sets Avery on a path of vengeance, utilizing everything from the aid of a local TV news
woman (Kim Dickens) to methods more conventionally brutal Magnolia
Hank and Mike Hank and Mike tells the hilarious story of two blue-collar Easter Bunnies who get
downsized from the job they love. Having no other work experience, they try their hand at an assortment of odd jobs, failing miserably at each. Fighting debt, eviction and eventually each other, Hank
and Mike come to realize that there is something far more important than their jobs... their friendship.
Magnolia
The Outer Limits Complete Series Misused inventions, interplanetary communication, and warped
time peculiarities permeate the 1960s science fiction anthology program The Outer Limits. Created by
Leslie Stevens, the program gained a rabid cult following and influenced a myriad of sci-fi that would
follow, including a second Outer Limits series in the 1990s. This collection from the original series
comprises seasons one and two--the entire series, chock full of political allegory and prophetic
visions. Episodes include "The Man With The Power" with Donald Pleasence as a college professor
with deadly telekinetic powers; "The Human Factor" about a brain switch; "Tourist Attraction" with
Ralph Meeker on a bizarre fishing trip; "Controlled Experiment" in which Barry Morse plays an alien
sent to Earth to investigate a murder; the stunning pilot episode "The Galaxy Being;" and the rest of
the series' 49 episodes. Fox
Futurama: Bender's Game Matt Groening's Emmy Award-winning sitcom blasts into the realm of
feature film in this animated adventure that traps the Planet Express crew in a fantastical world where
anything can happen -- and does. Billy West is back as the voice of hapless pizza delivery boy Philip
J. Fry, with John DiMaggio and Katey Sagal reprising their roles as Bender the potty-talking robot
and Cycloptic captain Turanga Leela. Rich Little and George Takei guest star. Fox
Shrek the Halls Mike Myers, Eddie Murphy, Cameron Diaz, and Antonio Banderas lend their voices
to this holly-bedecked continuation of the Shrek saga. It's the night before Christmas and the jolly
green ogre is trying to make it the best holiday ever. Unfortunately, Shrek has always been a little
slow at picking things up. Nothing goes according to plan as Donkey, Puss in Boots, and Gingy all
have wildly different ideas about how the big day should be celebrated--to the consternation of
Shrek's family. Paramount
Buddy Boetticher Box Set Few auteur directors are more revered and beloved than Oscar "Budd"
Boetticher, Jr., who lived a life more amazing than any movie. And few films have been more eagerly-awaited on DVD than the spare, adult westerns he made at Columbia in the late 1950s, all starring
Randolph Scott, most written by future director Burt Kennedy, and co-starring such outstanding actors
as James Coburn (in his film debut), Richard Boone, Maureen O'Sullivan, Pernell Roberts, Lee Van
Cleef, and Craig Stevens. Now, at last, you hold them in your hand: Budd Boetticher: Set includes
The Tall T, Decision at Sundown, Ride Lonesome, Buchanan Rides, Comanche Station and the documentary Budd Boetticher: A Man Can Do That. Bonuses: commentaries, intros. The Tall T When
notorious bandit Frank Usher (Richard Boone) and his ruthless gang rob a stagecoach, he decides to
hold the passengers hostage until the father of one wealthy woman, Doretta Mims (Maureen
O'Sullivan), pays a steep ransom. Now, passenger and ranch hand Pat Brennan (Randolph Scott) must
negotiate to keep the hostages alive even as Usher's ransom scheme begins to unravel. Budd
Boetticher directs this suspenseful Western. Decision At Sundown With the help of his friend Sam
(Noah Beery Jr.), Bart (Randolph Scott) plots to kill crooked town leader Tate Kimbrough (John
Carroll) for stealing his wife and driving her to suicide. But with Kimbrough in control of the local
sheriff, Bart has an extremely tough time reaching his target. Directed by Budd Boetticher, this tense
psychological Western examines Bart's tortuous grief and his burning need for revenge. Buchnan
Rides Alone Headed home to Texas, Tom Buchanan (Randolph Scott) stops in a border town owned
by the belligerent Argy brothers. When a Mexican youth named Juan (Manuel Rojas) murders one of
the Argys, Buchanan tries to save his life by playing the family members against one another. Full of
tension-filled plot twists, director Budd Boetticher's Western culminates in an explosively entertaining
ending. Barry Kelley and Tol Avery co-star. Ride Lonesome While transporting fugitive Billy John
(James Best), bounty hunter Ben Brigade (Randolph Scott) stops at a way station, where two outlaws
and the station master's wife join him on his ride. To reach town alive, they'll have to evade Indians
and Billy John's vengeful brother (Lee Van Cleef). Karen Steele and James Coburn co-star in director
Budd Boetticher's portrayal of life in the desolate and lonesome Old West. Comandche Station After
rescuing Nancy (Nancy Gates) from her Comanche captors, rancher Cody (Randolph Scott) runs into
outlaw Lane (Claude Akins) and his two cronies. While trying to avoid Comanche attacks and get
Nancy back home to her husband, Cody prepares for Lane's inevitable betrayal. But more than anything, Cody wants to find out what happened to his beloved wife, who was kidnapped by the
Comanche several years earlier. Sony

New On Video & DVD
Get Smart Though it features nostalgic nods to its classic TV inspiration, GET SMART is fun for
both devoted fans and those who might mistake the cone of silence for a less-crunchy dessert dish.
Steve Carell (The Office) takes over the role Don Adams originated as Maxwell Smart, a desk-bound
analyst at spy agency Control. When the evildoers at KAOS discover the identities of all of Control's
agents, it's finally time for Max to shine in the field. Paired with the sexy Agent 99 (Anne Hathaway),
the bumbling Max leads a crusade against KAOS with a variety of high-tech gadgets. Carell ably
steps into his predecessor's phone-bearing shoes. As KAOS kingpin Siegfried, Terence Stamp is just
as deliciously evil as he was as Superman II's General Zod. But Dwayne Johnson (The Game Plan)
especially deserves kudos for his comic chops in a supporting turn as Agent 23. The part may be
smaller than the lead roles audiences are used to seeing him play, but it's a perfect opportunity for him
to display his action and comedic muscles. Warner
Remembering Vietnam Of all our nation's conflicts, the Vietnam War evokes the rawest emotions and
has galvanized and divided Americans from the turbulent decade it helped define to the present day.
In the quest to create a memorial honoring the 58,195 service members lost in our nation's longest and
most controversial war, passions ran high. Some believed it would never be built. Yet out of the mayhem, a uniquely moving and beautiful monument emerged. Here is that remarkable story.
Remembering Vietnam: The Wall at 25 presents decorated Vietnam veteran Jan Scruggs, whose vision
in 1979 to build a Vietnam memorial was met with cynacism and opposition, and Maya Lin, the Yale
undergraduate whose etched granite memorial was once called a "black gash of shame," nearly halting
the project. Now, 25 years later, Smithsonian Channel explores the very personal story of "The Wall,"
from its unlikely beginnings to its current stauts as Washington, D.C.'s most-visited monument, drawing millions each year to grieve, pay tribute or heal old wounds. Infinity
The Legend of Sasquatch The whole family will enjoy this warm-hearted animated adventure featuring the voices of Oscar winner William Hurt and John Rhys-Davies (The Lord of the Rings trilogy).
A little girl discovers a Bigfoot family in her backyard and soon learns that they aren't the scary creatures of legend, but actually very friendly and gentle. When a new dam threatens to flood the cave
where the Bigfoot live, they turn to their human friends for help. But is it too late to preserve their
secret, ancient way of life? Image
Alvin and the Chipmunks Digital Copy This live-action/computer-animated update of Ross
Bagdasarian's squeaky-voiced cartoon characters finds the chipmunks transported from their woodland habitat to the city, where they wind up in the home of Dave Seville (Jason Lee). Dave, a downon-his-luck songwriter, realizes the potential of a singing chipmunk pop act, and becomes an unlikely
mentor/father figure to feisty Alvin, brainy Simon, and dopey Theodore. Meanwhile, the threesome
causes chaos in his life, leading to plenty of fun, frenetic scenarios. When a devious record executive
(David Cross) enters the picture, however, Alvin and the Chipmunks must deal with both the trappings of fame and their loyalty to the amiable, hapless Dave. Directed by Tim Hill (Garfield: A Tale
Of Two Kitties), Alvin And The Chipmunks simultaneously modernizes and pays tribute to the classic
title characters, who first appeared in the late 1950s and became wildly popular in the '60s. While Lee
is well cast as the perpetually exasperated Dave, Long steals the show as the voice of Alvin, who provides the group's lively spirit. Though some older viewers may wince at the prospect of their beloved
Chipmunks rapping, the movie is generally respectful of the franchise's long legacy, and will easily
win over a younger generation. Fox
The Odd Couple Final Season Their characters may have been brought to the big screen by Jack
Lemmon and Walter Matthau, but Tony Randall and Jack Klugman went on to match, and arguably
surpass, their predecessors' portrayals with the classic 1970s television series The Odd Couple. Based
on Neil Simon's hit Broadway play of the same name, the beloved sitcom chronicled the charmingly
antagonistic friendship between neat freak Felix Unger (Randall) and carefree slob Oscar Madison
(Klugman), whose polar-opposite personalities hilariously clashed after they became unwilling roommates following their respective divorces. Produced by TV impresario Gary Marshall (Happy Days,
Laverne & Shirley), The Odd Couple stands as one of the true greats in television history. This collection presents the show's fifth and final season, including the last episode in which Felix finally gets
back together with his ex-wife and Oscar celebrates, at long last, having the apartment to himself.
Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "The Rain In Spain Falls Mainly In Vain," "To Bowl Or Not
To Bowl," "The Frog," "The Hollywood Story," "The Dog Story," "Strike Up The Band Or Else...,"
and "The Odd Candidate." Additional Actors: Leonard Barr, Beatrice Colen, Garry Marshall. Disc 2
includes the following episodes: "The Subway Show," "The Paul Williams Show," "Our Fathers,"
"The Big Broadcast," "Oscar In Love," "Two On The Aisle" and "Your Mother Wears Army Boots."
Additional Actors: Al Molinaro, Elinor Donahue, Billy Sands. Disc 3 includes the following episodes:
"Felix The Horseplayer," "The Roy Clark Show," "The Rent Strike," "Two Men On A Hoarse," "The
Bigger They Are...," "Old Flames Never Die," "Laugh, Clown, Laugh!," and "Felix Remarries."
Additional Actors: Richard Dawson, Tina Andrews, Robert Ball. Paramount/CBS
Legends of Hollywood Film Noir The Dark Side of Hollywood This film noir collection offers 10
crime drama classics, showcasing the legendary directors and performers who made their mark on the
dark, stylish genre including Orson Welles, Glenn Ford, and Humphrey Bogart. The Dark Side Of
Hollywood includes The Stranger (1946) , The Green Glove (1952), He Walked By Night (1948), Call
It Murder (1934), The Hitch-Hiker (1953), D.O.A. (1950), Detour (1945), The Big Combo (1955),
Scarlet Street (1945), and The Hoodlum (1951). BCI
Legends of Hollywood Film Noir Tough Guys They sling guns, chase cars, and rob banks, all without losing their steely-eyed cool. Hollywood's iconic tough guys--from Gary Cooper to Steve
McQueen--make the outlaw life look sexy and the good guys look like chumps in this 10-title collection, including Vengeance Valley (1951), God's Gun (1976), Fighting Caravans (1931), High Risk
(1981), They Made Me A Criminal (1939), Wild Ride (1960), The Swap (1979), Cold Sweat (1974),
Death Rage (1976), And Great St. Louis Bank Robbery. BCI
Legends of Hollywood Film Noir Bombshells of the Silver Screen They were the buxom pin-ups
and the beautiful bombshells of Hollywood's Golden Age, each one known for breaking hearts. From
Sophia Loren to Jayne Mansfield, all the gorgeous girls of the silver screen are featured in these 10
films, including Get Rita (1978), Rum Runners (1971), The Last Time I Saw Paris (1954), Two Tragic
Blondes (1989), And Hometown Story (1951). BCI
Legends of Hollywood Film Noir Funny Ladies The Grand Dames of comedy--including Lucille
Ball, Phyllis Diller, and Gracie Allen--not only slayed audiences with their sharp verbal play and
skillful slapstick, they also opened the doors to scores of future female performers. This remarkable
collection of five full-length features and a handful of TV episodes showcases these funny ladies at
their finest, including Goldie Hawn in Lovers & Liars (1980) While she's on vacation in Rome, Anita
falls in love with a handsome Italian banker named Guido who's on his way to visit his ailing father.
Guido the philanderer invites her along on the journey to see the Leaning Tower of Pisa, but before
they get there, his father dies. Unaware that Guido's a married man, Anita accompanies him to
Tuscany for the funeral -- much to the consternation of his entire clan., Carol Lombard in My Man
Godfrey (1936) On a scavenger hunt for a society ball, haughty Cornelia Bullock discovers Godfrey, a
dirty, dishevelled bum lurking around the city dump. She's looking for a "forgotten man" and Godfrey
fits the bill perfectly. Hoping to win her first prize, she offers him five dollars to come along with her.
Proud and dignified, he refuses, casting her aside. Minutes later, when her lovely younger sister Irene
makes the same request, an enamored Godfrey accepts. The hunt sets off an unusual chain of events
that bring Godfrey into the Bullock household as a permanent fixture. He'll become deeply embroiled
in their family saga before anyone learns his true identity., and Ann Margaret in Tiger And The
Pussycat (1967) A married, middle-aged businessman's life becomes hectic after he begins an affair
with a sexy, much younger woman. Francesco Vincenzini's mistress, Carolina, soon starts pushing
him to leave behind his loyal wife and children and be with her. Will Francesco do what Carolina
requests or stay with his family?. BCI

